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ABSTRACT
During six months of the 1969-70 school year, Queens

College was besieged by demonstrations by the black and Puerto Rican
Student-Faculty-Counselor Coalition. While the situation was similar
to that at other campuses in that drastic polarization and racial
animosities were exacerbated, it was unique in one crucial aspect.
Demonstrations at other colleges were generally directed toward
creation of Black Studies programs and increased black student
enrollment. The conflict at Queens, however, was about the way in
which Operation SEEK, a remedial program for black students, was to
be run. Perhaps for the first time, the principles of Black Power
were being applied to preparing students from ghetto areas for
college work. The tragedy of the situation was not property damage or
the breakdown of order, but that both sides developed such rigid
positions that crucial educational issues were never really
confronted. The academic establishment became highly emotional and
was more ccncerned with its own standards than with the needs of the
program, while the Coalition placed more emphasis on black ideology,
and a precious opportunity was lost. [Not available in hard copy due
to marginal legibility of original document.] (Author/DM)
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ABOUT no 114511TUTB .

The Institute for Community Studies, Queens College, serves as a link betweeh the
urban university and the urban community. The Insdtute brings to bear the ,Intellectual
resources of the university to the problems of urban society, while bringing the urban
community In touch with the world of the university.

" I t"..,.

M suck the Institute offers the when community research and tedtalog expert*,
Within the university,- the Institute' offers eduCtilonal programs in urban stuikeit. Credit
courses in urban siairs,'are 'sponiored by the institute; as are adnlc'ednattiots cooties_ +
on topical urban Issue& In addition, the institute holds workshop In She ceitinnley,
university conferences ce urban topics and training Piograms for

.the Institute publishes. .morthly pohlicadon, tOMMUNITY,Ieriewlag current
developments in urban studies, and occasional monographs, COMMUNITY MOBS,
anal** topical Urban
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by Sol si

Sektning ketnik Airorime' Professor of Political Science, Qement College,
C.U.N.Y. ork formerly Arristeur Director of SEEK es' erre MO,

7z
During six months of the 1969.70 school year, Obit: West, was beak

demonstrations by :an organization as ,the' black and' Puerto Rich,
Faculty-Counselor Coalition. The card catalogue in the library Was OVertuined; 'papers
and. books in the registrar's Office were scattered on the &Or; °Seat Were otcO061;
and huge windows in three buildings were broken. ,arwite, the schOol 14,1 to be cleated.
And at one point the atmosphere was so charged that 3 ,race dot whoa* OCCOrred wheri

t black and white students accosted each other as mairsei it was baited only when .someone.
dosed one of the gates to the campus, thus preventing a mob Of'white students from
pursuing the demonstrating black students oil cu opus:

.,TheThe situation at Queens Was in many ways similar to that at Other am
throughout the country. Attitudes on both sides hardwed, a drastic; polarization Octurred
dividing the campus into opposing groups, and racial animosities elect:bated to an
unbearable degree. But the situation, at Queens was uniqne'iti one crucial sapect:
Vcherefis clemonstratinas at other colleges were almost all directed. toward die creation
of Black Studies programs and, to some cases, toward admitting' s. larger ,tutisibet of
black students to the college involved, the dispute at Queens on the whole ignored these
issues. Rather, the fight was about the way In which Opts:tit° SEM, a remedial teo:

4"4 gram foe black students, was to be run. Perhaps for the first tin*, the prledpies of
'tz black power were here being applied to the ezFudatingly'difilcult arts. of pretiring .

students from ghetto areas for college work. And the real tragedy of the situation at
" Queens was not that property was damaged and order broke down, as Many, seem to 'H

think. Rather, it lay In the fact that both sides developed such rigid positions that
crucial educational Issues were never really confronted. Yet these hoes' become more
and mote important as program like MIK .spting up throughout the country and
as more school make a determined effort to enlarge their black student bodies.
Because of, the highly emotional attitude of both the acedemk establishment, which
was more km:et:1M with its own standards than with the needs of the program. and



of the black and Puerto Rican m n c,mPblack
a precious opportunity to deal with a most urgent educational problem

Operation SEEK was started by the City University of New York, in 1966. Be.
as a pilot program at pcNy under a Rockefeller grant, SEEK,expettded to the rest,,4
of the City Unlyetsity, constituting forceful testimony to:the' inlitleal, potential the
black and PuertO Riau ghetto. The funding of one talinOti' dollars' visa approved alnt3
wih a $450 million building program for the 'entire City University lititem; it,via; hi
effect, a 00 pro crio:'SeVeral black. leaders ,in'Neifr' York and some black polar ins,
along with the Chancellor of the City University and Same white Polidcal
Albany, pointed out that the prOposed building program would 'do little to help 'ghetto 41,
students, who rarely gained admittance to the largely white, middle-class City Unlieritity
system. Because of this it seemed foolish for black leaders to take interest in th
ing program. To gain their support the SEEK funds Were added. BY abolishing traditional
entrance requirements 'for the City University (including a relatively' high .avetage and
an academic diploma) and establishing a program whits ladudes'acadeink; counselling,
and financial support, SEEK makes it possible for the ghetto student to have a- Ouch-
needed opportunity at further education.

la terms of native intelligence the SEEK student bc.Al7 Is very mach like the
regular Queens College student body. Some students are dearly above average in intel
ligence and have the potential to be among Queens College's best students.'
larger group is above average in native ability, the majority are average, and a -smiles
group probably is not up to Queens College work. But becalm of their educational
background, the SEIM students are far more complicated. Coming from ,a ghetto area,
SEEK students have all been very badly trainedand sometimes not trained at
essential skills of reading comprehension, writing, and such technkal skills as note-taking

rigorous academic atmosphere, the- lack the know! t automatic to middle-
and research techniques. Also because SEEK students have been exposed to a ;

ca

class studentsof bow to manipulate that environment. Tha,reiddle-class student, for
example, knows how to select the material that is most impottaht foe the 030/1e; he
also knows how to cram for an exam, and bow to present relatively plausible excuse,
to a teacher when be has not completed as assignment. 's

The SEEK studen t, on the other hand, often lacks these skills. And be is more
likely to simply ettt a class or retreat Into complete passivity if be falls behind In his
work. A third complication for the SEEK student Is that be feels like an lender in
an all white wcv ld. Almost every SEEK student knows that before SEEK started there



;A .
were remarkably feW black students on cainpus-and most of these were part -tit
students 'In the evening session. The SEEK student also looks around And sees dist
there are only a handful of black teachers and ad:Waist:icon on the campus and that
until the Black and Puerto Rican Coldidon took over control ct SEEK, the entire 'data.
istration of the SEEK' program and ',Majority of the teachers Were 'White. 'Ir is" not
surpridng, therefore, duit. he suspect a hostile environment in which white racism is
lodged beneath ;the malice ready to explode, Therefore, the SEEK stoic* feeli'W at
ease in his entdronment.:':a.:,.;

Ironically the SERK student is forced to be bye: than his white counterpart in
Order to achieve the same degree of success: Because he is ignorant of shortcuts
that the white student knows, he is forced to learn almost everything, :without
selecting out the key Information that the middle-cis'" student *at" &wised the !''
inadequate preparation be.141bad In high school, be has dift!cultY In *inking, his :p
Papers and 'in presenting material well 11!erefore,, be his to compensate either by ;,;,.

working twice as hard on the writing of a paper or by presenting more idea" and mote
factual information in order to compenSate ke the iwkwstni Impression his presentation
makes. Some of the students beCome terribly discouraged and drop. out. :k1though the
majority stick it out, even the brightest of them have a terrible time of it

In reaction to the black program tun by a white administridon and locsted,
white school, the Black and Puerto Rican Student PiCulty'Countelot .Coalition (Soon
to be known simply as the Coalltiot) formed at Queens. It presented the °Alegi with
a list of demands, predicated on several key assumptions. Most basic is the belief that
the standard college curriculum Is, at best, irrelevant to blick students sod, it wont,
racist. The charge is that such a curriculum, by emphasizing Manly Western slues
and thought, not only ignores stets such is Attics, which are crucial for Mick itudents,
but implicitly accepts the racist view of western culture as the best possible culture.
Parallel to this is a desire to encourage a black Identity in SEEK students and to '.

teeth them about their heritage, both in the United Stares and in Africa. In Cider
to accomplish this, the Coalition calms:, black people must be in charge of
tudons designed to serve black people.

'With these prindpks In mind, the CoalidOn asked for the following: 1) the
firing of SEEK'. white director and his replacement by a black director of their choke;

) the intlusion of more black and Puerto Rican stiff members in SEW on all levels;
5) complete autonomy for SEEK, with the Ccelitluo, the main



unanswerable toanyone in the Queens College, administration; 4) the, inclusion of more
courses oriented toward the Black and Puerto Rican experience in the SEEK cUiriculuM.

Many of these demands were reasonable, and their imploseararlon by the C.oali
was dearly a positive step. The desire for more black and, PueriO' Rican teachers in tb

,

program to serve as role models Is dearly legidinate. Alsn, bladi Rid ,Xidetto Rican
students, haves right to learn about their own particular heritage, Ail the hidusinti:
of such materials in the curtiCulum (arid Indeed in ill college curricula) 41,iirj
in1POttant

But, at the same time, some of the other changes made by the Coalition
in all likelihood, do great harm to the program, for they represent a disregard of edu-

. cadonal realities. The main problem Is the Coalition'a dernatid to abolish remedial Work
The educstOnsi real; heiTevet that , without Such, work, SEEK , students
possibly do well In college. But to the Coalition, the concept .ef emedtal WorkAs1,:',13
suspect The underlying assumption Is that to expert students to need such work
simply to say that they-are Inferior; therefore, pee allegedly starts out with low eipecti
dons Bowleg froth win views. Requirlag a student to take 006-41:41t remedial,
course Is absolutely wrong the Coalition and to' auggest:d;at SEEK courses
should In any way be different from regular Queens College courses *44 SEEK .

. students. This attitude carries over also to the quetdon of Work loads. fur:the
a lighter course load is simply another reflection of twist mentality, rince'k too *nu
to say that black students cannot do the same things that white a i4 tittle*
quendy, all non-credit courses were eliminated horn the program, Ira work
relegated to a secondary role, and all students were expected to catty roJth heavier
course loads each semester.

To deny that some of these black students have severe educational handicaps,
over, b os deny reality. One numot, cAn. the one hand, aitkire the total inadequacy of
high school education for blacks and at the same time insist that these same students ass 1

reedy for a standard college work load. The root of the problem emanates- torn an mgt
sis on political thetork at the expense of educational quettlona. Detain the obvlously '
correct political view is that black h besi dful, and that black and white students are
ovally intelligent; the Coalition found it ttek4sity to ditty that black students !la often
need atm help before they CO do College IV& Ae'teletant educitional 'troth, fiftieth&
lesi, is that intelligence and skills are iet *r. say die a NAM b6 di time WO Cut
skill development is simply to recuLaire d ottletto*ochools are tihti

6
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it in no way reflects on the student's Intelligence. So, even thOugh particular bla
student may be much brighter than the average white student, he will still have si
great deal of trouble in college because of his lack of skills. To say that the concept
of remedial work is racist is absurd.

'.
This emphasis led the Coalition to do several things that may very well hinder 1

the SEEK student First, they elIminated a remedial English coarse designed for students
with very severe handicaps in Writingeven though thii same .course is taken by one,
fourth of the white Queens College student body. This means 'that the large anmbei
of students who desperately need more than the standard one-Semester writing courses
will not be able to obtain tile extra work they need. And to make matters more dilfiCult,
the number of cuss hours In the one writing' course was reduced from five to four, thus

the teacher to Cover more material in less time. Again, this debris from i
bast .y political outlook rather than from an educational one.' Because SEEK students
are tO'be seta is 'exactly like other Queen's College students, the effort was to Make
class hours as dose to regular Queens College hours as possible. In so doing, however,
much valuable time was lost. : "'

A similar deemphasis on skill development can be seen in social science. In the
pre-coalition SEEK program, all students took an Introductory social science tout*
which carded three ardi-s and which had two bask purposes: to acquaint students with
the Ideas, methods, and concepts used la fiekk which they would encouncti throughout ;
col:ege and which they often had absolutely no knowledge ofsodology, paycholost
history; and, mote Important, to teach students the skills needed to deal with such
concepts This course was also eliminated by the Coalition. Students were to begin with
Contemporary C.Ivilhation I, a very difficult course with enough required material to
fill more than one semester, leaving little time for skills work. Once again, the number :'
of doss hours was cut from five to four. .

This emphasis on ideology at the expense of educational concerns show; itself In
several other areas of the Coalition's plan for liEEK. In the pre-Cdardoe program,
students were allowed to take as many or as few credits per terLA. Al they were
capable of handling; the only rigid stipulation being that during their Ant semester
the students take a light load. The ntlotrale was that no student should be lotted to
assume more than be could peldk. This Resibility was viewed originally as a majot
benefit of the program. this es tithe attempt to hold back SEEK students, .

however, the Coalition that mated take helm 12 to 15 points every matter
ihc'S r



from the very beginning, thui eliminating th flexibility of previous, years. For some
students this will be fine. But it deprives the vast majority of students of the opportunity
to move forwaid at their own pace and to select cows, lOadi that are commensurate
with their Capacity and interest at that particular poiu. And la some, use* the courses
the Coalition has set up are, if anything, harder than the regular college courses.

'

The math course is one example. Yet, while regular Queens stlidtpti cannot enter
college without three years of high school math, most SEEK students have not gone
beyond tenth yeti math and many have not gone beyond ninth year math.

Finally, this obsession with treating SEEK Students like other students, regardless
of their educational handicaps, shows up in small day to day prthlems: In the pre.
coalition SEEK program, for example, teachers 'often used the steto:f Machine to copy
interesting articles so that each student might have a copy to. follow during detailed
work on reading comprehension. But the Coalition began to suggeit that to ao this
was patronizing and that students should be 'Nuked to read suclfarticles In the lihrity.
As a result, the use of the -xerou machine was strictly limited Ind detailed reading
comprehension work was thus made impossible on such articles. ".

7

t.

This is not to say that the 021:apt of bhck power isn't compatible with black
education. The Coalition's actions have resulted In many worthwhile refotms both in
SEEK and at Queens College. The emphasis on a positive Nick Identity has iatitti
plished wooden for' many students in terms of belittle' thein to develop a seam of
pride. The demand for relevance h courses helps to change the standard whiteoriented
curriculum (and the Issues. of the ghetto and of the history and cultaie of minieity
groups in this country are becoming more and more a part of the C;ittlattuni;'si they
should be). As a result, several new courses have been introduced, sad most probably
many mote will follow. Befaust of coalition pressure, more students were accepted

at SEFK this year than had previously been planneti, and this alOne is enough to justify
the Coalition's existence, What the Coalition has done is to at least raise Issues which,

too many people had been !goosing for too long. In the proctss:.despite their separatist

orientation --they are helping to Integiate a formerly allwhite school, and they are '
helping to make the concerns of education more relevant to the indents and to sockiy

as a whole. At the same time, however, there has beinnconfusion of political rhetoric
and educational reality, which may have &Matting consequences,

8



Although the Coalition position seems to relegate the most important Issue o
black education to a secondary concern, it at lent represents an attempt to meet the,
needs of black and Puerto Rican students, and the mistakes it has made are undermetcVlip't
able, although arguable. But the reaction of many members of the atademic establish-
ment is less understandable. All too often academics serve to ignore edicational issues 4*
entirely and do not even really address themselves to the problems. In some cues, this
reaction is simply absurd, without supporting evidence whatsoever., Some faculty Meta.:
bets were certain for example, that the Ccialition 'wanted to gain control of SEEK only
i- order to pass all of the students, without requiring much work from then In,ftct,
the opposite if anything Is the case, since the Coalition's plan for SEEK forces the
students to work much harder, and the black teachers are, if anything, more demanding,
than their white counterparts. Where the white teacher is sometimes easy because of
a misplaced sense of guilt, the black teacher tends to err in the opposite direction. Yet,
time and time again the implication was .mde that SEEK wanted to teach its own
courses and hire its own teachers simply to be able to pass students on a wholeesfe
Other members of the academic establishment charged that the Coalition was not inter.
ested in education at sU, but simply wanted to gain power for their own personal ends
and to strike back at white people In general. Whatever can be said of the Coolition,
there is no question that they are deeply interested in education foe Black and Nett°
Rican students. To claim otherwise is to be totally unfair. A mot: understandable objec-
don dealt with the Coalition's methodswith the we of violence 'against *petty
achieve educational ends. There is no doubt that this question is obviously a valid one
and must be dealt with. But It cannot be handled ....ithout, at the same time some
serious discussion of the owns why such violence was used and of the goals for
which it was used. Yet such calm discussion was absent in the hysterical reaction to
violence. .

. -

Many of these reactions on the part of white faculty members stem from an ail
4.) too prevalent unconscious tads= No sooner had the dispute come Into the open than

people began to ask whether SEEK had a tight to exist at all on the Queens Conte "
campus, sod whether `those %Meats" could ever fit into a university. Others, con-

; fronted with the presence of 700 SEEK students on campus, indkated that they didn't
mind SEEK as long as the numbet of students admitted was only a 'trickle"; a ilooct
of black students was unacceptable. :: '..,!1- 1A-,:-, :.

'
The most common reacdon, however, was sudden orenrheletlAg moods with the !,

question of academic standardsnot necessarily even the standardi of USX itself. but

9 "'
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In other words, what the typical reaction of the academic establishment did was
so submerse the vital 'educational Issues involved in favor of more befeaugatic con'
terns, The Coalition demand for autonomy, as a further example, has many arguments ;0
in Its filt4C:PrecisOy because SEEK is an experimental program, it new to have the
utmost flexibility in 'all stets from curriculum development to biriog of staff. *hither
flexibility 014 a adiliv'ed by granting total formal autonomy or not; coca; acCIP'44-
don must bs lade so that SEEK is not, c&ught in a strict, buteauctatic framework.

although eis,:h.deprtment may he best suited co,cliooss teacOeti .ia that up%
0(1 the basis of f_ Ormal qualtioos, the SEEK tea*: must also be able to sneer other
criteria, such as the Sh4ity to relate to black' and Puerto Rican students, and the best
judge of that is clearly the SEEK staff. Under such circumstances, (Or a 'department to
concern itself almost exclusively with its own rights, as some departmer4 did, is to
perform a real disservice to SEEK.,

The reactions of both groups, in brief, fell far short f a realistic consideradon of
the problems of ghetto students. The one group, by emphasizing political rhetoric at
the expense of educational problems of remediation overreached the other, threatened
by the situation retreats into a hsirly rigid bureaucratic poie and by emphasizing rule;
and regulations over approaches to problem-Solving, becomes incapable of dealing with
the Issues. As the two positions harden and emotions .run high chances of a teccitt
ciliation become feWes. And what starts out as an educadonal issue des purely a
power struggle. Within such a context, the chief loser will always be the Individual
SEEK student, Until sway is found to concentrate on educational problems instead, of
questions of power, these students will continue to be shortchanged by the very groups
that should be helping them most.

I ,/


